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Weathering the Storm
How does God break up trampled down, rock-hard
soil and make it much more receptive to the seed of
the Gospel? He often sends powerful storms. Severe
storms create a sense of urgent need for a power greater
than ourselves. This is why those in a boat on tumultuous seas cry out to God. Passengers on a plane going
through dramatic turbulence do so as well. Such instances
reveal a sense of intense fear and impending doom.
While storms can bring pain, they also signal opportunity. Who would have imagined God using COVID-19
to create opportunities for the Gospel? With intense
anxiety and loneliness dominating so many individuals,
the soil around their hardened hearts was loosened.
They found themselves with questions to which only God is the answer. This is an
expression of his rich grace.
In the pages that follow, we share evidence of the grace of this pandemic season.
Responsiveness to the Gospel has increased. Opportunities for engaging the one to
reach the many to make disciple-makers have multiplied.
For the impact that God has used One Mission Society to have in 2020 and early
2021 … and for the past 120 years … we honor and thank him. We also thank you for
your part in this ministry. It takes many people giving of themselves and working in
tandem to see God’s kingdom grow globally.
May these stories and statistics keep us highly motivated to watch for any new
storms God may send … opportunities in disguise!
In his grip in the midst of turbulence,

Bob Fetherlin
Global President, One Mission Society
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Growing for the Next
120 Years of Ministry
By Jeff Edwards, Executive Director,
OMS Global Ministries

Since 1901, the guiding principles that directed OMS
ministry for his kingdom purposes have not changed. However, the phrases we use to define our ministry priorities
have been adapted with the times. Today, we refer to our
core priorities as our OMS ministry strategy.
Traditional Focus
Evangelism
Church planting
Leadership training
Partnership

God has graciously used
One Mission Society (OMS)
since 1901 to help

fulfill his plan

to share the love of Jesus

with all nations.

Updated OMS Ministry Strategy
Multiplying disciples
Multiplying churches
Multiplying leaders
Multiplying missionaries

Two words that you do not see in the updated OMS
ministry strategy are “evangelism” and “partnership.” That
is because both of these key ministry elements are implicitly woven into every ministry we do. Evangelism remains a
core focus of OMS. Evangelism and partnership are intertwined in all ministries, at every level, as we intentionally
serve alongside church leaders in each country.
Multiplying disciples could be considered our foundational engine. However, our goal is larger than discipleship. Our resolve and objective is to make disciple-makers.
This is a significant difference that leads toward consistent multiplication. We believe that the power of the Gospel
in the hands of disciple-makers will transform the nations.
Our traditional focus on church planting and leadership training remains intact. However, our desire is to be
specific about the need to reproduce, and we want to reflect that ideal in our strategy.
Since the value of partnership already permeates how
we serve with leaders in each country, our fourth emphasis in the OMS ministry strategy is new. It is about
helping global churches live out the Great Commission by
establishing missionary-sending movements from countries that have traditionally only received missionaries ...
mission fields becoming mission forces.
Our updated OMS ministry strategy helps us move
toward greater global alignment. We can be more effective for God’s kingdom if we work collaboratively worldwide. As all missionaries, partners, and ministries work
intentionally toward the same goal of engaging the one to
reach the many through making disciple-makers, planting
churches that reproduce, training leaders at various levels,
and sending missionaries from many countries, we will be
more useful to his kingdom.
When considering how God can best use OMS over
the next several years, we believe that this strategy will
help us continue to faithfully fulfill the calling that we
have had since 1901.
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Student’s Bright Future
Akim came to Christ in 2014. Akim says, “The Lord saved me from a world of drugs, depression, and all kinds of sin, and he delivered me to the kingdom of his beloved Son, Jesus
Christ.” Akim is a second-year student at Maputo Biblical and Theological Seminary (MBTS).
He is bright and inquisitive and hungry to learn more about God, Scripture, and theology.
Akim serves as part of the leadership team at the Palavra Viva Church and helps with the
preaching. The OMS Mozambique missionary team has seen significant growth in Akim as a
leader, communicator, and disciple of Jesus. He has been instrumental in serving the church
during the challenges of COVID-19. “We see a bright future for him and believe that MBTS
will help him continue to grow as a servant leader.” — Mozambique team
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Pastor Mande Silas thanks God for bringing Village Church Planting (VCP) Uganda coordinator Fidelité (far left) and her team to his
district with the VCP training. He says, “When the OMS VCP team
came with their methodology, it worked, and we successfully planted
churches for the first time!”

131,761 decisions

38,866 baptisms

God at Work in the South Pacific
In spite of restrictions and sickness from the pandemic, bad
weather and flooding (six churches and parsonages flooded), and
earthquakes and volcanoes, people in the South Pacific are coming
to Jesus out of Islam and ancestor and animistic worship.
One of the church planting ministries Rev. C* leads had been
praying and fasting on Fridays for a specific unreached people
group. Rev. J* visited this tribe and reached approximately 165 people. Its members were open to the Gospel, and family units decided
to follow Christ. Now, the whole village has accepted the Lord and is
preparing to be baptized!
In another area, Rev. J used Every Community for Christ’s Train
& Multiply materials to share Christ with five Muslim-background
believers. All five committed their lives to Jesus and were chased out

9,666 worshiping groups

of their homes as a result. Now, they live with Rev. J and his family.
He is discipling them and teaching them how to make new disciples!
Finally, Mrs. L* was Muslim but interested in Christian teachings.
She often searched the internet to hear testimonies of people from
her background who had come to Jesus. She always asked, “Who is
this Jesus?” One of the church members brought Mrs. L to Rev. G*,
who shared the plan of salvation with her. Mrs. L accepted Jesus!
Rev. G discipled her for three months before she decided to be baptized. They went to the local river, and many family members attended
and heard the Gospel message. Now, Mrs. L is active in the church
and has a heart for evangelism, especially for her family members
who attended the baptism.

67,644 decisions

*Names omitted for security reasons.

31,240 baptisms

OMS Thailand missionaries Golf and Bethany
Tonglamun and their local pastor Enoch baptized J* in November 2020. The Tonglamuns
are incredibly grateful that they are part of
J’s discipleship journey. They believe God has
amazing plans for this young man and are
blessed to see God transforming his heart.
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Plugging In
When 24-year-old Dasha (second from right)
interviewed to attend the OMS Ukraine Summer
English Camp in May 2018, she wanted to improve
her English. She also had spiritual interest, but it was
mainly focused on Eastern religions and secular psychology.
At the camp, God opened Dasha’s eyes and heart
to the person and teaching of Jesus, and she decided
to follow him.
She didn’t immediately connect with a life group
or a follow-up discipleship meeting, partly because
she was getting married a month after camp. But she
stayed in touch with her cousin Mary (far left), who
was a life group member. She also met with OMS
missionaries Randy and Shelley Marshall for marriage
counseling with her new husband Anton (far right).
The OMS Ukraine team was encouraged to see
Dasha grappling with the biblical ideas of marriage
and relationships and to see her pre-Christian husband open to considering biblical truths.
Today, Dasha attends a weekly Discovery Bible
Study, as well as a weekly life group. Her heart has
become so full of God that she must share with
friends and family. Anton, although not yet a believer, now expresses significant interest in the Bible
and the person of Jesus and occasionally attends a
life group.
OMS Hungary missionary Will Dickerson taught a student, Eszti (inset, left), about having faith like a mustard seed. She had many questions.
After attending OMS’ English Camp and being discipled afterwards, Eszti gave her life to Christ and was baptized. Today, Eszti and her husband
Peti Gáldi (right) are thriving in their faith and helping lead others to Christ.

93 worshiping groups
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154 decisions

36 baptisms

Engaging the One

In Brazil, OMS missionaries Micah and Marla Routon and Brazilian
pastor Anderson and his wife Eloisy celebrate that their church congregation nearly doubled in size in 2020, despite the pandemic. Their
church focuses on making disciples while serving the city. By investing
in current pastors, training future pastors, equipping community leaders, and partnering with the local government to meet physical needs in
the community, all while preaching the Gospel message, O Farol Igreja
is truly becoming a lighthouse in its city.

68,932 worshiping groups

Ángela (pictured with her children) is the director of Soy Satura, a
ministry of OMS and Satura Colombia that ministers to Venezuelans
who are fleeing the crisis in their country. The ministry provides
nutritious snacks and basic education for children, job skill training for mothers, and discipleship and church planting training. In
2020, Soy Satura opened a second location in Venezuela.
Before her interactions with Soy Satura, Nancy stormed
from her home in a blind rage. She intended to make a deal
to seal the fate of a family enemy. Ángela stopped her in
her tracks, comforted her, and shared the Good News of
Jesus. Nancy calmed down and later participated in a process of discipleship that transformed her life and her family.
As Nancy grew in her faith, she began helping Ángela and
the Soy Satura team as a volunteer, delivering food and making soup on Sundays to feed the hungry. Nancy also started
a small church in her home and facilitates Bible studies with
her neighbors.
Ángela came to Christ through the Satura Colombia ministry and is now making disciples and strongly serving the
Lord. Nancy came to know Christ through Ángela and is now
serving the Lord and making disciples. This is the heart of
multiplication and is a wonderful example of engaging the
one to reach the many!

50,886 decisions

4,469 baptisms
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*Note: The statistics provided on pages 4-7 represent ECC numbers for 2020.
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Theological Education
As the church grows exponentially in the
majority world, so does the need for equipped
Christian leaders. OMS Theological Education
(TE) exists to empower
the development of
Christlike leaders for the
global church and is committed
to providing world-class leadership
training and theological education to OMS
partners. TE does this by mobilizing theological
education consultants to Bible colleges and
seminaries, offering intensive teaching and
training, mentoring and coaching leaders, and

facilitating strategic partnerships.
In 2020, 8 TE team members worked with
27 schools across 14 countries to teach intensive courses, give consultations, mentor and
coach leaders, provide needs assessments and
training opportunities, serve as board members, and cultivate partnerships. TE celebrated
1,341 graduates from 36 schools.
During this year, Dr. Guenson Charlot (pictured), the newly appointed president of Emmaus
University in Haiti, embraced mentoring as
a holistic approach to becoming a better servant to one’s calling, society, and disciples. To

make this a reality, he accepted an invitation
from OMS missionary Dr. Ron Freeman, part of
the TE team, to enter an intentional two-year
mentoring relationship. They have discussed
ongoing institutional matters such as organizational structure, funding, and facilities and have
processed personal topics such as the grief
that comes with the death of family, friends,
and colleagues. Together, they are learning that
mentoring is a covenantal, beneficial approach
to life and leadership.

OMS Ministries
T he min istrie s o n page s 10-13 represent OMS’ gl oba l outrea c h , se r v i ng p e op l e wor l d w i d e .

OMS Prayer Resources
• Monthly prayer chapels • Prayer with OMS leadership

World Intercessors
World Intercessors stands in the gap through prayer, bringing the
nations and the lost, as well as the global OMS organization, missionaries,
ministries, constituents, ministry teams, and partners before the Lord. The
team also encourages and equips OMS missionaries and supporters to pray
by providing engaging resources and training events.
Sign up to receive the Prayer & Praise Guide via email at info@onemissionsociety.org
to be an active intercessor.
Sign up to receive the weekly prayer blog at www.lifeofanintercessor.com.
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• Weekly prayer call for specific OMS ministries and missionaries
• Bimonthly Prayer & Praise Guide calendar covering OMS ministries
and missionaries
• Monthly prayer wall, with a focus on our OMS USA team
• Prayer coverage for events and trainings • Themed prayer resources
• More than a dozen prayer triplets (groups praying for specific countries)
• Overseas prayer ministry trips (paused during the pandemic)
• New mentoring program for those called to become or help develop
intercessors
We offer training in prayer, spiritual warfare, and evangelism.
As we multiply intercessors, we multiply prayer for OMS!

One Mission Kids
One Mission Kids (OMK) equips, empowers, and encourages the next generation
of missionary-hearted leaders (ages 4–14) to grow and then Go Out And Tell (GOAT)
people about Jesus. By creating innovative, mission-focused content and giving specialized strategic support to families and leaders, OMK helps OMS invest in the future of
missions here, there, and everywhere.
In 2020, OMK:
• Released the OMS 10-day virtual missions adventure Makin’ Trax With MAX!,
reaching kids in at least 9 countries.
• Published Missions to the MAX adventure kits, featuring 10 countries
through a series of travel guides and an interactive digital flipbook.
• Produced a full-length, interactive, mission-focused Gospel presentation
for kids (and kids at heart).
• Aired nine children’s Whatchamacalit audio dramas.
• Established a strong social media presence, reaching kids around the world.
• Provided support to families and leaders through developing and hosting
Creative Community Connections events.
• Participated in both in-person and virtual ministry events.
• Strengthened partnerships with Billion.Global ministries, Child Evangelism
Fellowship, and e3 Partners.

Testimony of Caleb
Caleb and his family serve as missionaries in
Mexico. A friend told them about the OMK 10day virtual missions adventure. Caleb’s parents
prayed that God would use the OMK program
to help Caleb understand that God has a special purpose for his living in Mexico and that it
wasn’t just his mom and dad’s calling. Through
the Makin’ Trax With MAX! program, God challenged Caleb to have a heart for the world and
to see his part in missions. His parents knew
that God was working when Caleb asked for
OMS Japan missionary Lindsay Ohler’s contact
information. After learning about her sports
ministry, Caleb wanted to write her and send
her some of his own money to support her!

Dynamic Women
in Missions
Dynamic Women in Missions (DWIM) embraces the opportunities and challenges of spreading the Gospel throughout the world. By offering leadership
trainings, conferences, and medical clinics, DWIM restores hope and dignity to
empower women for family and community leadership that has a global impact.
As women are transformed, they understand their value in Christ and are energized to become active participants in the Great Commission.
DWIM began 2020 with teams from the U.S. in India, Kenya, and Ivory
Coast. Then the world as we knew it changed. What could be done without
DWIM teams being able to travel? DWIM trusted the Lord to raise up previously trained DWIM leaders to train their own women, and the Lord did so
in amazing ways! The U.S. DWIM leadership team adjusted and prepared the
material to be presented virtually. DWIM trainers in Ukraine, Uganda, and the
Democratic Republic of Congo continued the training in their own countries
with positive results. DWIM thanks the Lord for providing other ways in which
to train women to reach their communities with the Gospel.

Total trained in 2020 – 1,120 people in 7 countries
Ukraine 8 • India 483 • Rwanda 383
Ivory Coast/Kenya 31 • DRC 97 • Uganda 118
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Every Community for Christ

Billion.Global
From Hawaii, With Aloha
Billion.Global (B.G) is the visionary movement founded by
OMS in 2016 to share the Gospel message with a billion souls
within a 10-year window. While this vision started at OMS, God
is working through the 168 ministries that are in the Billion.Global
Network. To date, more than 334 million people have heard and
understood the Gospel. Prayerfulness and willingness to serve
together for God’s kingdom are hallmarks of this vision. Though
2020 was a different year than any other, the B.G partners shared
the same Jesus throughout the year.
Collaboration is a key element of Billion.Global. B.G connected
several ministry partners with the JESUS film, and now more
than 30 backpacks containing everything needed to show this
life-changing movie to a crowd of 200 have been provided to
B.G ministries.
Mutually beneficial relationships have begun through and
blossomed within B.G. God used the pandemic to unite more
than 80 people from all over the world in a virtual gathering of
B.G partners. This represents more than 30 partners who originally could not attend the in-person event. We look forward to
the kingdom fruit that will be produced through the connections
made at the gathering.
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In January and February 2020, OMS missionary Lois
Pannabecker’s puppet training team conducted two puppet workshops in the Philippines. Before they left, they
agreed to return in November for further training. Soon
after, it became obvious that, due to COVID-19, they
would have to lead the training via Zoom. For this virtual
training to be effective, they needed additional puppets.
The big question on Lois’ mind was, “Where are the
puppets going to come from since we cannot make
them in the Philippines or take them there?” Lois asked
God this question multiple times. In August, he gave her
the solution.
Early in his design career, Lois’ late husband, David,
had created a simple flower puppet. God’s idea was that
Lois would adapt that pattern and add arms from a baby
puppet pattern. God would bring her people from her
church in Honolulu, Kalihi Union Church, to accomplish
this work. Together, they would make 36 puppets and
outfits.
It was a great plan, but as COVID restrictions intensified, the production strategy went through multiple

revisions. Fifteen people worked diligently. Materials
came from diverse contributors. Friends, near and far, participated through prayer. It was a rewarding team effort!
The words of 1 Chronicles 28:20–21 could describe
this project. Here is Lois’ paraphrase: “Be strong and
courageous and do it. Do not be afraid, and do not be
dismayed by COVID complications, for the Lord God is
with you. He will not leave you until all the work is finished. With you in all the work will be every willing man
and woman who has skill for any kind of service.”
Nothing was simple, but God provided for every
need. A November typhoon changed the workshop
schedule, but Lois and her team ultimately had 2 successful Zoom workshops with 95 people participating.
To God be the glory!
We praise the Lord that in 2020,
ECC ministry partners reported

250,445 decisions for Christ
in more than 50 countries.

Every Community for Christ (ECC) is the church planting catalyst of One Mission Society. ECC uses Train & Multiply and the
New Village Church Planting program to multiply dynamic communities of believers in more than 50 countries.

Men For Missions

Hope61

The Work Goes On

The Power of the Gospel

As a ministry focused on short-term trips, Men For Missions (MFM)
could have decided that 2020 was a lost year because of the pandemic.
But when its global teams were shut down in mid-March 2020 due to
travel restrictions, they determined to work on the things they could.
The MFM team in the Caribbean did the same.
After four planned trips to the Caribbean in 2020 were canceled
due to COVID-19, the MFM Caribbean team took action. Allen, the
director of the MFM Caribbean work, continued multiplying his teams
and church partnerships throughout the country. They participated in
13 regional team trips and projects.
They collected offerings from team members each month to help
establish their own ministry travel fund. They purchased food, which
they prepared and sold to raise more ministry funds. They fed the elderly; participated in combined work, medical, and evangelism teams;
distributed meals to pastors; produced mango juice from donated mangos and gave it to those in need; and took trips to the south coast to
hand out food to churches there.
Because they had witnessed previous MFM teams serving in the
Caribbean, Allen and his team grasped the ministry values of MFM and
duplicated these principles on their own. It is exciting to see this team
active in multiplying disciples, churches, leaders, and missionaries.

Hope61 national trainer Emmanuel (Emma)
Luswata lives with his wife and two children in
Kampala, Uganda, where he is the lead pastor at
Holy Ghost Cathedral.
In the midst of pandemic lockdowns and quarantines, Pastor Emma could not hold church services
or lead Hope61 trainings. But he refused to let the
pandemic pause the preaching of the Gospel or the
message of Hope61, so he looked for other ways to
spread the word. He contacted a local radio station
and secured airtime from 12–1 p.m. three days a week.
Listeners hear the Gospel message and learn
about human trafficking during each broadcast. Pastor
Emma encourages those listening to consider how
they can use their unique gifts and talents to help
people in the community who are vulnerable or marginalized, which is one of the key aspects of Hope61’s
vision to prevent human trafficking. In the last few
months, 31 people have called the radio program to
give their lives to Christ! (The total number of people
who have made a decision for Christ is likely much
higher than 31 because many do not have a phone.)

MFM, a lay-focused
ministry of OMS,
mobilizes ordinary men
and their families from
all walks of life to do
extraordinary things
by doing, going, and
giving whatever God
asks. God uses MFM
to provide short-term
mission opportunities
for these volunteers to
steward their talents
and testimonies while
impacting a lost world
for Jesus Christ.

Pastor Emma shared about an incredible phone
call from a Muslim man who was listening. He confessed that he had been a trafficker, tricking people
into going to the Middle East for work only to be
enslaved when they arrived. He repented of his sins,
apologized to those he had hurt, and invited Christ
into his life as Lord and Savior!
The power of the Gospel is mighty, which is the
reason Hope61 always places the Gospel in the center of all they do. The pandemic could have stopped
Hope61 in its tracks, but thanks to the willingness,
flexibility, and ingenuity of trainers like Pastor Emma,
the work of ending human trafficking continues.

3,864 trained in Engage trainings in 2020
1,449 trained in Engage trainings so far in 2021

Hope61 is an evangelism and discipleship catalyst of OMS aimed directly at those who are vulnerable to becoming involved
in human trafficking. Hope61 mobilizes the church around the world to stop all forms of human trafficking. Our trainers help
churches worldwide use the talents, abilities, and resources they already have to prevent human trafficking by addressing
vulnerabilities that lead to trafficking.

Mercy, inc.

Mercy, inc., an independent ministry partner of OMS,
helps transform whole communities in sustainable ways
through acts of compassion, in tandem with sharing the
Gospel. Mercy serves through disaster relief (including
partnering with OMS in COVID-19 relief); training and
empowering; health, wellness, and evangelism; business
as missions; literacy education; agricultural training; and
providing clean-water wells.
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38%

22%

Breakdown of
Ministry Expenses
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Evangelism,
Disciple-Making,
and
Church Planting

Overseas
Expenses

16%

Homeland
Ministries

12%

Educational
Institutions for
Training Leaders

6%
6%

Church Development
Lay Ministries

ONE MISSION SOCIETY

How OMS USA Funds Are Used:

Global Board of Trustees
Gabriel Adhikary
Bill Anderson
Cindy Bagwell
Bernard Blumel
Chris Bounds

Kent Eller
Bob Fetherlin
Archie Kittler
Wesley Lytle
Martin Mishler

Susan Murithi
Keith Turner
Colleen Weaver

Global President
Bob Fetherlin

Signatory Executive Directors
Ian Bongers - Australia
Mark Kroes - Canada
Stephen McCurdy – New Zealand
Walter McCorkell - United Kingdom
Danny Beasley - United States

Ministry
Expenses

Management
& General

Fundraising

Retirement
Benefits

71% 13% 8% 8%
How OMS Is Funded:
Individuals - 47%
Foundations - 28%
Churches - 18%

Businesses and
Organizations - 4%
Miscellaneous - 2%

Estates - 1%
One Mission Society USA, Inc. (OMS) is recognized by the IRS as a tax-exempt organization under section 501(c) (3) of the Internal
Revenue Code. OMS is a charter member of the Evangelical Council for Financial Accountability and as such is committed to their
Seven Standards of Responsible StewardshipTM. The financial books and records of OMS are audited annually by independent
auditors, and a copy of the audit is available upon request.
OMS operates on a fiscal year, with our latest year ending March 31, 2021. For fiscal year April 1, 2020 - March 31, 2021,
approximately $20 million was donated to missionaries and ministries. Approximately $16 million was spent for ministry around
the world.
For financial inquiries, or if you would like a copy of the audit, please contact Julie Beasley, CFO, at jbeasley@onemissionsociety.org.

Global Leadership
Ian Bongers
Mike Dragon
Jeff Edwards
Ron Freeman

Jonathan Long
Scott Murphy
Tom Overton
Chuck Rapp

PS*
MS*
Colleen Weaver
Chris Williams

USA Board of Trustees
Lisa Ausley
Cindy Bagwell
Danny Beasley
Chris Bounds
Jay Forseth
Bill Glace

Greg Hartman
Rudy Heintzelman
Kevin Kempton
Stanley Key
Wesley Lytle
Brendan Marasco

Martin Mishler
Robert Perkins
Charles Schramm
Jeff Walker
Grant Zerbe

USA Leadership
Troy Backuus
Julie Beasley**
Tim Bell
Joe Bell**
Duane Brown

Phil Cave
Jay Dunnuck**
Bill Evans
Dick Freed
Brad Johns**

Paul Keller
Susan Loobie
Glenn Moon
Michael Maiyer

Ministry Leaders
Jason Campbell
Lora Campbell
Sam Downey

Mike Dragon
Kent Eller
Dave Oakley

Philip Richardson
Jacqui Shatto
Darren Sweeney

*Names omitted for security reasons.
**Denotes exectutive leadership
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One Mission Society multiplies disciples,
churches, leaders, and missionaries.

Engaging the one to reach the many

We believe the power of
the Gospel in the hands
of disciple-makers will
transform all nations.
Engaging the One

We long to reach everyone with the redemptive message of Jesus Christ. Since the beginning, OMS has strategically and effectively saturated whole communities and
nations with the Gospel, but we know reaching the nations
starts by sharing the Good News with one person, often a
person of peace.

Training the Sons and Daughters

OMS was founded on the principle that the most effective way to share the Gospel is to train a nation’s sons
and daughters to become disciple-makers who, in turn,
make more disciple-makers, thus multiplying believers and
churches in their culture and nation.

Equipping Many

We endeavor to equip each new believer to make more
reproducing followers of Christ, causing an exponential
multiplication of disciples and disciple-makers. As we engage the one to reach the many, we recognize that one life
can impact the world.

Praying for All

Prayer is intrinsically woven into the DNA of OMS.
From a powerful conversation in Africa to a simple meeting at the OMS World Headquarters, you will experience
the faithful, heartfelt prayers of God’s people.
Join us in praying that all people will come to know
Jesus as their Lord and Savior.

www.onemissionsociety.org
PO Box A, Greenwood, Indiana 46142 317.888.3333

